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ON  THE  BLOCH-NEVANLINNA  PROBLEM

LIANG-SHIN  HAHN

Abstract. In 1929, A. Bloch and R. Nevanlinna [5] posed the

problem of whether the derivative of a function of bounded

characteristic is also of bounded characteristic. Since then counter-

examples have been constructed by Frostman, Rudin, Lohwater,

Piranian, Hayman, and Duren ([1], [2], [3], [4], [6], [7]). In this

short note we prove that in the Banach space of absolutely con-

vergent power series the subset consisting of members whose

derivatives have no finite radial limit in any direction is dense.

Since the radial limit of a function of bounded characteristic exists

in almost every direction, the result disproves the conjecture in a

rather emphatic form. Similar results are established for the space

of functions which are analytic in the unit disc and continuous in the

closed disc, and also for the space of absolutely convergent Fourier

series.

The existential proof given here seems to be easier than any of the

known constructive proofs, and actually establishes more.

Let A be the Banach space of all power series /(z)=2¡£L0 a*z* with

2"=oKK°o, endowed with the norm ||/|| = 2*°=0 K-l- Let E De the
set consisting of all the functions in A whose derivative has finite radial

limit in at least one direction.

Lemma.   E is a set of first category in A.

Proof. Let En be the set of all functions fin A such that for some 0

in [0,2ir],

\f'(reie)\ ^ n    for all r e fl - l/n, 1).

Clearly, PC (J"=2 E„. We shall show that, for each n, En is a nowhere dense

set in A. This is done in two steps:

Io. E„ is closed. Let /be a function in the closure of En. Then there

exists a sequence {fk}k=i of functions En converging to f:\\fk—/||-»-0

(rc^-oo). Since fkeEn, there corresponds 6k in [0,27r] such that

|/¿(rexp[i0J)|^B, for l-l/«^r<l. Since [0, 2tt] is compact, {0^
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has a convergent subsequence. For the sake of simplicity in notation, we

may assume that the original sequence {0k}k=1 itself converges (to 0O, say).

Now

|/'(rexp[i0o])| ^ \f'ir exp[i0o]) - f\r exp[i0J)|

+ \f'ir exp[iflj) -/i(rexp[i0J)| + |/¿(r exp[i0J)|.

Fix r, 1 — \¡n±\r<\. Given any £>0, choose 7^ and K2 so large that

|/'(r exp[/0o]) - /'(r exp[¿0t])| < e/2,       k ^ ^
and

|/'(r expt/ej) - /Ar exp[i0J)| < e/2,       /c ̂  K2.

The first relation is possible because of the continuity of/~'(z) in the open

unit disc; and the second follows from the uniform convergence of

{f'k)k=x to/' on the circle |z|=r. (Note that our norm is stronger than

the uniform norm.) Thus

|/'(r exp[/0o])| < e/2 + e/2 + |/¿(r exp[¿0J)| ^ e + n

for Ä:^max{Ä^i, K2). Now the left-hand side is independent of k and e

and so we obtain |/'(r exp[/'0o])|^n, 1 —l/«^r<l, showing that feEn.

2°. The complement of En is everywhere dense. Suppose feA. We shall

show that for any £>0, there exists g in A but not in En such that

||/—g||<e. Since En is closed, this will show that En is nowhere dense.

Since
00 00

fiz) = Iakzk,        I\ak\<co,
k=0 *=0

we may choose N so large that 2t>Ar \ak\<e/2. Then \\f— gx\\ <e/2, where

gx(z)=2fc=o «fc2* is a polynomial. We also have M=maX|2|S1 |gi(z)|<oo.

Next, take an integer m so large that em¡2>n+M. Then for this m there

exists <5>0 such that

(£m/2)rm-1 > n + M   if 1 - Ô ̂  r < 1.

Now letg,(z)=(e/2)zm. Then ||gJ=e/2 and |gí(reií)| = (e/n/2)rw-1>« + M

for all 0e[O, 27r] if 1 — ô<r< 1. We claim thatg=g1+g2 satisfies the desired

conditions. For, clearly, geA and ||/—g||^||/—gi|| + ||gj<e; moreover,

\g'(reie)\ ^ Igííre49)! - \g[ireie)\ > in + M) - M = n

for all O^0^2tt if l-<5^r<l. Thus g$En.   Q.E.D.
Being a complete metric space, A is of second category; thus, by the
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Baire category theorem, we obtain

Theorem 1.    The set ofall functions fin A such that

lim sup \f'(reie)\ = oo    for all 6 6 [0, 2n]
r-»l-

is dense in A.

Let HC(D) be the Banach space of all functions analytic in the unit

disc D and continuous in the closed disc D, equipped with the uniform

norm: 11/11 =maxZ6fj \f(z)\,fsHC(D). Then the embedding mapping of A

into HC(D) is continuous and A is dense in HC(D); thus we get

Theorem 2.    The set of all functions f in HC(D) such that

lim sup \f'(reie)\ = oo   for all 0 e [0, 2tt]
r->l-

is dense in HC(D).

Let A(T) be the Banach space of absolutely convergent Fourier series

f(0) = 22Uo akeM with the norm ||/|| = 2^-=o Kl-

Theorem 3. The set of all functions f in A(T) such that 2S=-o> kakem

is Abel-Poisson summable for no value ofd is dense in A(T).

Proof. The proof is almost the same as before. Let En be the set of all

functions/(0)=2fcL-oo okeike in A such that there exists 0 in [0, 27r] with

2  kakrmem ^ n    for r e [1 - l/n, 1).

It suffices to show that each En is nowhere dense. To show that En is

closed, observe that if/(0) = 2¡?=-a> oketke is a member of A(T), the func-

tion 2?=-œ kakr^éíke is continuous for z=re'e in the unit disc, and the

convergence of/,(0)=2r=-» «I'V*9 to/(0)=2™=_oo akem in the norm of

A(T) (as/->-oo) implies the almost uniform convergence of ^k^okak)zk

and 2fc>o ka[llzk to 2*ao kakzk and 2*>o ka_kzk, respectively, in the unit

disc. Therefore, if/is a member of the closure of En, by using the triangle

inequality one can easily show that/ actually belongs to En; i.e., En is

closed. The rest of the proof is a repetition of the previous argument.

In conclusion we note that the "multiplier" {k} may be replaced by

{\k\} in Theorem 3.
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